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Marie-Pierre Dargnies



Finance Experiments



Why use experiments in nance? Market nance is one of the domain where the greatest number of empirical data is available. Most stock markets make all data about orders available to researchers. These data allow a precise description of many phenomena. However, testing nancial theories requires to have precise information about the information available on the market, investors' motivation to engage in trading and the fundamental value of assets... Since these features are not directly observable, the econometrician must make additional assumptions to obtain proxies. In consequence, whenever a theory is rejected, one cannot say whether the main principles of the theory are not in line with the facts or whether the additional assumptions are incorrect. Two main advantages of experiments: Observability and control Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Why use experiments in nance? (2)



The use of experiments allows to:



Create adapted contexts to test a given theory. Observe economic objects otherwise unavailable such as fundamental values of assets or expected returns to investors. Modify the organization of markets. Isolate the individual behavior of agents.
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What makes a good experiment?



Should an experiment replicate reality? Should an experiment replicate a formal model? A good design depends on what you are testing or exploring, and who you are talking to But... a good design



is simple compared to reality and simpler than relevant models is designed to test specic hypotheses tests or controls for alternative hypotheses (what those are may depend whom you talk to).
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What makes a good experiment? (2) A good design controls for the most plausible alternative hypotheses that might explain what is being observed: Protect ourselves from fooling ourselves into believing what we want to believe. Science done by people who are following up on their intuitions, and (often) investigate hypotheses that they believe to be true. The same intuition that causes you to believe the hypothesis might give you a good idea of situations in which the hypothesis will hold. But if there are other reasons that those conclusions might hold, you have to make sure that you haven't just created a situation that gives you the results you expect, but not for the reason that you believe. Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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What makes a good experiment? (3)



Niederle (2010) "Intelligent Design" Design by elimination: If you think X is the reason for the result, design an experiment in which X is impossible, but all other explanations are possible. This can isolate the eect you want. Two Way design: Change the environment such that the prominent theory would now make opposite predictions to other theories that may account for the initial phenomenon.
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What makes a good experiment? (3)



Design Choices: Lab or Field Experiment? Advantage of Field:



More sexy Subject pool is the subject of interest: Use politicians to study legislative bargaining, use eBay users to study design changes on eBay. Sometimes we want really large samples (hundreds or thousands of people): Lab may be much more expensive. Sometimes we want to test if a change would have a sizeable eect when many other things happen as well.
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What makes a good experiment? (4) Advantage of Lab:



More control (typically it is easier to get strict instructions followed when experiments are run in the lab, students may follow dicult instructions more easily, Our small incentives are often more meaningful. More transparency: The subject pool (undergraduates) is well understood. In the eld you may worry you use a subject pool prone to some bias, that is then attributed to the experiment. More replicable: Lab experiments are very easy (and cheap) to replicate. This may make us more comfortable with surprising results (Remember: We want to protect ourselves from fooling ourselves!). Market Design: One can't easily "experiment" in half the market, not feasible or not ethical. The lab allows us to generate many markets.
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How does a typical experimental session in nance work? An experiment is composed of several sessions. Participants are typically students. At the beginning of a session, the rules are carefully explained: the sequence of events of the session, the type of nancial assets which can be traded on the market, how the market works, the incentives implemented. In each session, participants take part in several replications of the same market game. Each replication is composed of one or several periods of trade during which participants can trade one or several assets. At the beginning of a replication, each participant receives an initial endowment of liquidities and assets. At the end of a period, participants receive dividends for each asset in their possession. Replications have the same structure but are independent in terms of the value of assets. Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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External validity Participants do not behave as professional on a stock market. Experimental nancial markets are simple: only a small number of nancial assets are available, the risk and information structures are known by participants Participants are students trying to earn (small amounts of) money They are not subjected to the pressure of their hierarchy, do not have access to complicated computer tools, are (generally) not subjected to loss risks BUT... simplicity is necessary! For instance, the use of neutral language (asset A, asset B) prevents emotions (which cannot be controlled by the experimenter) to drive behaviors. Furthermore, if participants were professional traders, they would bring to the lab their knowledge and habits and would behave acoording to them. Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Kroll, Levy and Rapoport (1988)



Test whether investors' behavior under well controlled laboratory conditions is accountable for by the Mean-Variance model which underlies the CAPM. Subjects are asked individually to allocate amounts of money in a series of portfolio selection task. Each subject is rst asked to distribute his investment capital in a series of 200 portfolio selection trials, each of which included 3 risky assets whose distribution of returns were known and xed over time. In 100 additional trials, a riskless asset with the same interest rate for borrowing and lending was introduced.
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Kroll, Levy and Rapoport (1988): Results As predicted by the CAPM, in most cases subjects diversied their investment capital among the 3 risky assets. However, subjects invested a lot more than predicted in the riskiest asset. Multiplying the investment capital by 10 signicantly improved the subjects' performance. As predicted by the CAPM, the subjects then selected less risky portfolios and diversied their capital among the 3 risky assets more often. Subjects do not react to variations in the correlations between assets. The introduction of a riskless asset did not enhance homogeneity in investment behavior in contradiction with the separation theorem.
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Kroll and Levy (1992) The relevance of KLR should be evaluated in light of the following elements: The subjects were students with no experience in economics or nance. The subjects faced no potential loss except for the time spent in the experiment. Therefore, KL correct the shortcomings of KLR: Take students in a MBA investment course (obviously business-oriented) as subjects. Each subject's decisions and results at the end of each step were available to all other subjects (successful investors could be mimicked by others, consistent with actual market behavior). The possibility of a loss was introduced: the reward system involved additions to or substractions from students' course grades. Results much more in line with Mean-Variance eciency: less risky and more diversied portfolios, subjects react to variations in the correlations between assets, more homogeneous investement behaviors when a riskless asset is introduced. Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Bossaerts, Kleiman and Plott (1998)



Formation of equilibrium prices of nancial assets and consistency with the CAPM: Allocation of investment capital between the risky market portfolio and the riskless asset Prices should reect systematic risk only (i.e. the risk that cannot be diversied away) 3 types of assets can be traded, including a riskless asset Between 5 and 13 investors by market Computerized double auction
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Bossaerts, Kleiman and Plott (1998)



Slow convergence towards the CAPM The price discovery process generally stopped short of the equilibrium. The authors conjectured that thin trading slowed down and inhibited full convergence. Bossaerts and Plott (2000) designed thick-market experiments (with 40 subjects on average by session vs between 5 and 13 subjects by session in BKP) to test this conjecture. Prices then converge towards the predictions of the CAPM
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Heterogeneous expectations and asset pricing The CAPM assumes homogeneous expectations about the future value of assets. However, agents on nancial markets can have dierent beliefs about the future evolution of prices or the distribution of dividends. We can distinguish two situations when assuming heterogeneous beliefs: When private information is available to the investors, their beliefs can dier reecting the diversity of private information. Even when information is symmetric, the interaction between agents can lead them to perceive dierently the available opportunities of gains on the market. The theoretical tool used in presence of heterogeneous beliefs is the hypothesis of rationnal expectations: agents take into account the public and private information available and the reactions of the market when building their expectations. The econometrician does not know what information is available to each agent or what are his/her beliefs => use of experiments Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Does the price of assets reect the private information held by agents on the market? Test whether strong version of rationnal expectations theories is right: market prices adjust instantaleously to equilibrium price levels which reect at least all available information about the state of nature. Plott and Sunder (1982) create experimental nancial markets where the value of assets depends on the state of nature. Some agents ("insiders") receive a private information revealing the state of nature. Results: The prices converge towards the full-revealing equilibrium Forsythe and Lundholm (1990) identify two jointly sucient conditions to reach the euqilibrium in rationnal expectations:



Agents need some experience of the market (participation to at least two experimental sessions) Common knowledge of dividends (associated to the dierent type of agents on the market) Marie-Pierre Dargnies
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Does the price of assets reect the private information held by agents on the market? (2)



Williams (1987) directly studies the formation of expectations. Before each period of trade, participants are asked to guess the average equilibrium price. Shows that expectations are set through an adaptation process following past mistakes (not instantaneous process as assumed by the rationnal expectations model) In more complex settings, agents do not manage to nd the equilibrium strategies and private information is not reected in prices.
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Speculative Trade, Bubbles, and inexperienced and inexperienced players: Smith, Suchanek et Williams (1988)



6 subjects trade in the following market. Assets that generate stochastic streams of dividends are bought and sold. An asset has a nite life- span of ten periods. In each period it pays a dividend of 0 or 20 cents, with equal probability. Trade takes place in each period, before dividends are determined. The market used is a double auction.
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Smith, Suchanek et Williams (1988) (2)



Before a market opened, half of the subjects, i.e. three subjects, each started with a cash endowment of 200 cents and six assets. The other half each started with 600 cents and 2 assets. Each asset held at the end of a trading period paid a dividend of either 0 or 20 cents, with equal probability for each of these two outcomes
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Smith, Suchanek et Williams (1988) (3) Since the expected dividend in each period is 10 cents (= 1/2 * 0 cents + 1/2 * 20 cents), the expected monetary value of holding an asset is 10 cents for each of the remaining periods. Assuming risk-neutrality, one may calculate a theoretical value of the asset by backward induction. We shall refer to this value as the fundamental value. In the last period, the fundamental value is 10 cents. If traders anticipate that this will be the trading price in the last period, then with two periods remaining the price should be 20 cents (2 periods * 10 cents per period). If traders anticipate this, then with three periods remaining the price should be 30 cents, etc.
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Smith, Suchanek et Williams (1988) (4)



Using this logic it is evident that the fundamental value of an asset with k periods remaining is k * 10 cents. A bubble obtains if prices in some period are considerably higher than the fundamental value. The 6 subjects play together 3 of those markets. In the 4th market, either 2 or 4 of those experienced traders will be replaced by inexperienced traders.
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Smith, Suchanek et Williams (1988): Results



In the rst periods of trade, assets are under-evaluated. In the following periods, they observe the formation of speculative bubbles (prices are much higher than the expected value of remaining dividends). During the last rounds prices drop and converge toward the fundamental value. When traders are experienced, it reduces but does not eliminate the probability of a bubble.
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Other results of experimental nance



Market institutions have a signicant impact on the formation of prices and the behavior of investors. Errors in judgment of investors show in the behavior of markets even if they are reduced. Experimental nancial markets should be seen as empirical models allowing to understand the basic principles ruling the nancial behaviors.
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